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Different Types of Trust Situs

•Administrative situs

•Locational situs

•Tax situs

• Jurisdictional situs
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Administrative Situs

• Where the administration primarily occurs

• AKA “principal place of administration,” especially in 

UPC and UTC states

• UTC §108 Comment:  “[l]ocating a trust’s principal 

place of administration will ordinarily determine which 

court has primary if not exclusive jurisdiction over the 

trust.  It may also be important for other matters, such 

as payment of state income tax or determining the 

jurisdiction whose laws will govern the trust.” 3



What Is “Trust Administration”
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• Trustee or “Quasi-Trustee” with power to make 

decisions (e.g., trust protector or investment 

advisor)

• Meetings in the state

• Maintaining active trust records (vs. simply storing 

records)

• Managing trust assets within the state (paying 

invoices, etc.)



What Is “Trust Administration” (cont.)
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• Hiring investment advisors and accountants? 

–Related to activity at issue?

–General tax prep?

• Attorneys in state? 

–Related to activity at issue?

–General trust administration?

• Other activity (holding tangible or intangible property 

in state)



What Is “Trust Administration” (cont.)
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• Is any one factor sufficient to cause 

“trust administration” to occur in the 

state?

• Do certain factors have more weight 

than others?



Locational Situs
• Where assets are located

• Intangible property:  place of administrative situs 

(deemed state income tax situs of intangibles may 

be different) 

• Real estate and tangible personal property:  

where the property is physically located 

(jurisdictional situs as to trust real property may 

be in a different state)
7



Tax Situs
• Where trust is taxable for state fiduciary income tax 

purposes w/r/t retained income and capital gains 

• Is trust a resident or nonresident trust for state 

fiduciary income tax purposes?

• A trust can be a resident trust for income tax 

purposes in more than one state

• However, a trust can be a resident trust for income 

tax purposes of no state
8



Jurisdictional Situs
• State court(s) with jurisdiction to hear trust matters.

• What does trust document say?

• Non-exclusive; multiple states can exercise jurisdiction

• Court may decline to exercise jurisdiction if it concludes 
that another court is better positioned to exercise 
jurisdiction

• Administrative, locational and/or tax situs could play a 
role.  Jurisdictional issues often occur when different 
situs is in different states (locational vs. administrative).
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Which Court(s) Has (Have) Jurisdiction?
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• Statutory Jurisdiction (UTC §202)

• Constitutional Jurisdiction



Statutory Jurisdiction
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• Trustee jurisdiction:  UTC § 202(a) – trustee submits 

to personal jurisdiction in a UTC state by:

• Accepting trusteeship of a trust having its situs / 

principal place of administration in the state; or

• Moving situs / principal place of administration to 

the state.



Statutory Jurisdiction
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• Beneficiary jurisdiction:  UTC § 202(b) –

• Beneficiaries of a trust are subject to the jurisdiction of 

the courts in the state of a trust’s principal place of 

administration.

• Beneficiary personally submits to personal jurisdiction by 

accepting a distribution from a trust with a principal 

place of administration in the state.

• What if the beneficiary does not receive a distribution?



Constitutional Jurisdiction
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• General Jurisdiction vs. Specific Jurisdiction

• General – non-resident can be sued for claims 

entirely separate from contacts with forum 

state.  Standard is “quite high”:

• Individuals:  Domicile.

• Corporation: “one in which the corporation is 

fairly regarded as its home.”



Constitutional Jurisdiction
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• Specific jurisdiction – have to review contacts with 

claims asserted:

• Defendant performed some act or transaction with 

state availing defendant of privilege of conducting 

activities in state.

• Claim arises out of or results from state-related 

activities.

• Exercise of jurisdiction is reasonable.



Which Court(s) Has (Have) Jurisdiction?

• UTC § 108  – Principal Place of Administration

• “[l]ocating a trust’s principal place of administration will 

ordinarily determine which court has primary if not 

exclusive jurisdiction over the trust.”

• “will determine where the trustee and beneficiaries have 

consented to suit (UTC § 202), and the rules for locating 

venue within a particular state (Section § 204).  It may also 

be considered by a court in another jurisdiction in 

determining whether it has jurisdiction, and if so, whether it 

is a convenient forum.” 15



Which Court(s) Has (Have) Jurisdiction?

• UPC § 7-203 – Forum Non Conveniens

• Expressly release jurisdiction of 

pitching state in change of situs 

documents

• Race to the Courthouse
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Arizona Cases
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Lavery Living Trust, 2013 WL 6507352 

(Az. Ct. Ap., Div. 1, December 10, 2013)

• Settlors created trusts governed by CA law; silent as to 

situs.

• Later, AZ became principal place of administration by 

agreement among trustees and beneficiaries.

• One AZ trustee, two CA trustees.

• AZ trustee filed petition to approve accounts; Superior 

Court dismissed due to lack of subject matter and 

personal jurisdiction.  AZ trustee appealed.
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Lavery Living Trust (cont.)

• Administrative Situs:  AZ

• Locational Situs:  ??

• Tax situs:  ??

• Designated governing law:  CA

• Jurisdictional situs:  CA or AZ?

• Held:  AZ had jurisdiction.
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Lavery Living Trust (cont.)

• By declaring AZ the principal place of administration, 

trustees and beneficiaries consented to AZ jurisdiction.

• Prima facie showing that AZ was the proper jurisdiction, 

and burden shifted to beneficiary to rebut.

• Beneficiary presented no evidence to rebut.

• Forum non conveniens?

• Beneficiary provided no evidence to support the argument.

• Lesson?  Get an agreement as to jurisdiction!
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Hoag v. French, 357 P.3d 153 

(Az. Ct. App., Div. 1, 2015)

• Settlor (AZ resident) created 4 unitrusts; was also 

trustee.

• Wells Fargo obtained $2.5 million default 

judgment against settlor.

• Settlor resigned as trustee and appointed IBMC

(Bahamas) as successor trustee.

• Wells Fargo tried to subpoena trust records, IBMC

refused. 21



Hoag v. French (cont.)

• Statutory jurisdiction?

• Wells Fargo argued that IBMC submitted to jurisdiction of 
AZ courts by serving as trustee of AZ trust.

• Court stated that test is not whether the trust had its 
principal place of administration in AZ. 

• Test is whether the trust has its principal place of 
administration in AZ.

• But see Abromats v. Abromats – had principal place of 
administration previously been established? 

• No statutory jurisdiction. 22



Hoag v. French (cont.)

• No general constitutional jurisdiction (not argued)

• Specific constitutional jurisdiction?

• IBMC had no office or employees in AZ or transact, 

advertise or solicit business in AZ.

• Administration in Bahamas.

• Met with settlor outside of AZ and signed acceptance 

outside of AZ.
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Hoag v. French (cont.)

• Sending distributions to Settlor in AZ and sending 

declarations to settlor’s AZ attorney to quash subpoenas 

not sufficient to establish contacts (cf. Miller v. Miller).

• Insufficient contacts to establish specific constitutional 

jurisdiction.

• No personal jurisdiction over IBMC.
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Boydston 1990 Living Revocable Trust, 2017 

WL 1325230 (Az. Ct. Ap., Div. 1, April 11, 2017) 

• Joan and Robert created joint revocable trust, naming three 

children, John, Thomas and Elizabeth as beneficiaries.

• Robert died, Joan amended the trust, naming herself as trustee 

and changed beneficiary allocations 2/3 outright to John, 1/3 in 

trust for Thomas (John as trustee) and nothing for Elizabeth.

• Joan resigned, appointed John as trustee.  Wife died.

• Thomas and Elizabeth filed petition in AZ against John for 

accounting.

• John argued AZ lacked jurisdiction.
25



Boydston Trust (cont.)

• Statutory jurisdiction?  

• Thomas and Elizabeth argued John was an AZ resident, living in AZ 
for 6 months of the year and used an AZ brokerage firm for trust 
assets.

• John stated that he was a ME resident, worked in ME, filed taxes in 
ME, had a ME driver’s license and the brokerage firm sent statements 
to ME address.  He came to AZ only for time off.

• Court concluded trust was administered in ME, not AZ.  “No AZ-
related conduct or contacts giving rise to . . . allegations.”

• Court rejected argument that under AZ’s version of UTC §108(b), 
John had a duty to change the place of administration to AZ.
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Boydston Trust (cont.)

• General constitutional jurisdiction?  

• No – even if John’s contacts with AZ were accepted as 

true.

• Specific constitutional jurisdiction?

• No – failure to provide account not related to conduct or 

contacts in AZ.

• No personal jurisdiction over John.
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Silva v. Pavlak, No. 5:18CV97, 

2018 WL 4775510 (W.D.N.C., October 3, 2018)

• Husband and wife moved to AZ in 2014 and created 

irrevocable joint trust, naming 4 children as beneficiaries. 

Daughter Carol appointed as trustee.

• Governed by AZ law.

• Husband died, wife moved to NC to live near daughter Loretta.  

• Wife removed Carol and appointed her children Loretta and 

Robert successor trustee.

• Loretta and Robert changed situs and governing law to NC.
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Silva v. Pavlak (cont.)

• After removal, Carol removed funds from the trust to prevent 

Robert and Loretta from “looting” the trust.

• After situs changed to NC, Carol distributed $250,000 to 

herself.

• Loretta and Robert filed a complaint in WDNC against Carol 

for conversion of trust property, tortious interference with 

conference, breach of fiduciary duty, etc.

• Carol moved to dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction and 

improper venue, arguing insufficient contacts.
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Silva v. Pavlak (cont.)

• Court concluded it could exercise personal jurisdiction over 

Carol, as she made the $250,000 distribution to herself after the 

situs had been changed.

• N.C. Stat. §36C-2-202 (similar to UTC § 202(b)) – by accepting 

a distribution from a trust having its situs in NC, beneficiary 

submits to personal jurisdiction in NC.

• Court refused to transfer venue from NC to AZ because the 

property that is the subject of the action is in NC and witnesses 

were in NC, establishing NC as more convenient jurisdiction.
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Matter of McCarty, 2020 WL 2857604 

(Az. Ct. App., Div. 1, June 2, 2020)

• Settlor (TX resident) created trust governed by TX 

law.

• Assets remained in marital trust for wife, Jane, 

with Jane as trustee.

• Daughter Michele filed petition in AZ to account.

• Jane argued no personal jurisdiction because she 

was not an AZ resident.
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McCarty (cont.)

• Statutory jurisdiction?  

• Appellants argued that Jane was an AZ resident because 
she spent time in AZ, hired AZ attorneys and accountants 
in connection with the trust and listed an AZ address on 
Settlor’s estate tax return.

• Jane argued she was only a “winter visitor” in AZ but 
never changed her domicile, and AZ not the principal place 
of administration.

• Court held that there were insufficient contacts to establish 
statutory jurisdiction.
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McCarty (cont.)

• General constitutional jurisdiction – not considered  

• Specific constitutional jurisdiction?

• Court found Jane engaged in purposeful conduct with AZ 

with respect to the trust:

• Hired AZ accountant to prepare tax returns.

• Hired AZ attorney to respond to requests for information.

• Visited AZ in the winter and conducted trust business in AZ.

• AZ had specific constitutional jurisdiction over Jane.
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McCarty (cont.)

• Forum non conveniens?  

• No beneficiaries in AZ.

• Trust assets in TX.

• Court disagreed, noting that AZ accountant would be 
primary witness to the trust financial documents in 
connection with the accounting and Jane did not present 
compelling evidence that litigating in AZ would be an 
unreasonable burden.

• Lesson?  Watch where you administer the trust and watch 
whom you hire to help administer the trust! 34



Non-Arizona Cases
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Trusteeship Created By the City of Sheridan, 

Colorado, 593 N.W.2d 702 (Minn. Ct. App. 1999)

• City of Sheridan, CO, sold “certificates of participation” to 

construct municipal facility.

• Facility placed in trust with MN trustee and leased to 

Sheridan.

• Sheridan commenced eminent domain proceedings.

• Certificate holders opposed the sale and trustee filed 

petition in MN for instruction as to whether to oppose the 

proceeding.
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Trusteeship Created By the City of Sheridan, 

Colorado (cont.)

• Administrative Situs:  MN

• Locational Situs:  CO (real estate)

• Tax situs:  ??

• Designated governing law:  Colorado (but silent as to 

jurisdiction)

• Jurisdictional situs:  MN or CO?

• Held:  MN had jurisdiction.
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Trusteeship Created By the City of Sheridan, 

Colorado (cont.)

Applied seven-part test to determine jurisdiction:

(1) Location of trust property (CO)

(2) Domicile of trust beneficiaries (CO)

(3) Domicile of the trustees (MN)

(4) Location of the trust administrator (MN)

(5) Extent to which the litigation has been resolved (MN)

(6) Applicable law (CO)

(7) Analysis of forum non conveniens principles

See also HarborView Mortgage Loan Trust, 2018 WL 4201211 
(Minn. Ct. App., September 4, 2018) 38



Peterson v. Feldmann, 784 N.W.2d 493 (S.D. 2010)

• Husband and wife (SD residents) placed their interests in a 

family farm (SD) in trusts they created, giving son Milton 

right to purchase the farm when each parent dies.

• Laurence died in SD, Milton purchased the farm.

• Wife moved to MO, and one of the daughters took wife to a 

MO attorney who removed the right to purchase.

• Milton filed action in SD challenging the trust amendment 

on the grounds of undue influence.
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Peterson v. Feldmann (cont.)

• Although the case concerned SD real estate (locational 

situs), it was really an undue influence case focusing on 

wife’s execution of the amendment.

• “Private and public interest factors” outweighed Milton’s 

selection of SD as choice of forum.

• Wife was a MO resident for 4 years prior to her death, died 

in MO, drafting attorney was in MO and most witnesses 

were in MO. 

• SD Supreme Court held that MO had jurisdiction.
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Benson v. Rosenthal, No. 15-782 

(E.D. La., July 8, 2015)

• Texas trusts; Texas trustee; governed by Texas 

law.

• Owned several Louisiana assets, including Saints, 

Pelicans, real estate and television affiliates.

• Trustee refused to honor asset swap by settlor.

• Settlor filed petition in Louisiana to declare asset 

swap effective; trustee filed motion to dismiss for 

lack of in personam jurisdiction. 41



Benson v. Rosenthal (cont.)
• Administrative Situs:  TX (but also LA)

• Locational Situs:  LA (real estate, sports teams, etc.) 

but also TX

• Tax situs:  ??

• Designated governing law:  TX

• Jurisdictional situs:  LA or TX?

• Held:  LA had jurisdiction.
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Benson v. Rosenthal (cont.)
• Court held there would be sufficient minimum contacts to 

exert in personam jurisdiction if party “purposefully avails 

itself of the privilege of conducting activities in the forum 

state”

• Trustee conducted Louisiana business and travelled to 

Louisiana on behalf of trust

• “But for” trustee serving, dispute over trust and Louisiana 

assets would not have occurred, so cause of action arose out 

of contacts with Louisiana
43



Miller v. Miller, No. 17 C 7473, 

2018 WL 3427914 (N.D. Ill. July 16, 2018)

• IN settlor created revocable trust.  At death, 

appointed son Mark (GA resident) as trustee.

• Christina (IL resident) brought suit as a 

beneficiary against Mark in IL, claiming Mark 

distributed less than half of the assets she was 

owed, and he kept the difference.

• Mark argued IL had no personal jurisdiction.
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Miller v. Miller (cont.)

• Court held that IL had personal jurisdiction over 

Mark:

• Mailed distribution checks to Christina in IL (cf. 

Hoag  v. French).

• Directed “tortious communications” and engaged 

in “intentional tortious conduct” toward Christina 

in IL.

• “Tort-out, harm-in” theory. 45



Abromats v. Abromats, 

2016 WL 4366480 (S.D. Fla., August 16, 2016)

• FL settlor created trust governed by FL law, 

naming son Clifford (NY resident) as trustee.

• Sons Clifford and Philip (WY resident) were 

beneficiaries.

• Settlor signed amendments benefitting Philip.

• Clifford filed in FL to approve account and 

invalidate amendments, alleging undue influence.
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Abromats (cont.)

• Philip filed action in NY against Clifford (similar 

allegations) and moved to dismissed FL proceeding); NY 

judge removed to FL.

• Philip argued before FL court that b/c Clifford was NY 

domicile, that moved principal place of administration to 

NY.

• Clifford argued that certain assets still in FL, he 

maintained FL condo to carry out duties as trustee, hired 

FL professionals and records were in FL. 
47



Abromats (cont.)

• FL court concluded that it had in rem jurisdiction over the 

trust because administration occurred there and assets 

were located there.

• In addition, relying on FL’s version of UTC §108, trustee 

needed to provide notice before transferring principal 

place of administration, which Clifford had not done.  

• Cf. Hoag v. French.  What did the trust say?  Were there 

prior proceedings?
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Abromats (cont.)

• Personal jurisdiction over Philip?

• FL has similar statute to UTC §202 (and A.R.S §14-

10202).

• Philip received distributions from the trust (annual 

exclusion gifts).

• Sufficient to establish jurisdiction over Philip, even 

though distributions were not related to the matter 

at issue. 49



Abromats (cont.)

• 14th Amendment Analysis – sufficient contacts over Philip 

to exercise jurisdiction?

• Amendments at issue added back Philip as a beneficiary, 

and accounting Clifford filed included distributions Philip 

received.

• By receiving distributions from trust administered in FL, 

he purposefully availed himself of FL benefits.

• Although possibly inconvenient for Philip, no other court 

willing to take jurisdiction. 50



Matter of Beatrice B. Davis Family Heritage 

Trust, 394 P.3d 1203 (Nev. 2017)

• MO settlor created trust governed by AK law 

with AK situs and AK corporate trustee.

• AK corporate trustee resigned after settlor’s 

death, trust protector modified trust, 

transferred situs to NV and appointed settlor’s 

son as investment advisor (non-NV resident).
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Davis Trust (cont.)

• Trust created NV LLC and appointed son as sole 

manager (closely-held “wrapper”).

• Daughter tried to get information about the trust 

and LLC, and son did not provide information.

• NV issued order assuming jurisdiction over the trust 

and over son as investment advisor.

• Son argued NV had no personal jurisdiction over 

him b/c not a NV resident. 52



Davis Trust (cont.)

• NRS 163.5555 provides that a trust protector or 

trust advisor of a NV trust submits to jurisdiction of 

NV “regardless of any term to the contrary in an 

agreement or instrument.”

• Therefore, NV had jurisdiction over trust advisor.

• No analogous provision in UTC.  Would UTC

§202(a) (jurisdiction over trustees) apply to a 

“quasi-trustee”?
53



Marshall v. First Nat. Bank Alaska, 

97 P.3d 830, 836 (AK 2004)

• AK residents created trust for granddaughter 

(AK resident) naming AK corporate trustee.

• Settlors died, granddaughter asked AK 

corporate trustee to resign in favor of NJ 

trustee.

• AK trustee refused.  AK probate court 

removed AK trustee in favor of NJ trustee.
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Marshall (cont.)

• Removed AK trustee transferred assets to NJ 

trustee.

• Beneficiary filed a petition with AK probate court 

seeking surcharge for counsel fees paid to removed 

AK trustee’s attorney and for “special trustee fees.”

• AK trustee argued jurisdiction now in NJ because 

administrative situs in NJ.
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Marshall (cont.)

• AK Supreme Court held that AK had jurisdiction to 

consider petition.

• Until change of trustee, situs was in AK, trust was 

administered in AK and disputed services performed in 

AK.

• AK version of UPC 7-203 “implicitly confirm[s]” that 

AK could exercise jurisdiction.

• No other court (incl. NJ) could exercise jurisdiction 

over the trust. 56



Killilea Trust, 25 Pa. Fid. Rep. 2d 86 

(Pa. O.C. Westm. 2004)

• FL resident created trust naming herself as 

trustee.

• Settlor resigned, appointing brother (NJ 

resident) as trustee, with niece (PA resident as 

successor).

• Brother died, niece appointed as trustee.

• Settlor died.
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Killilea Trust (cont.)

• Trustee filed account of administration in NJ.

• 1 beneficiary (OH resident) then filed petition 

for accounting and appointment of co-trustee 

in PA county where trustee lived.

• Trustee filed motion to dismiss PA action.
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Killilea Trust (cont.)

• PA court held NJ was the proper jurisdiction.

• Records were in NJ; 90% of trust assets in NJ; 

the other 4 beneficiaries had connections to NJ; 

settlor had been an NJ resident (before moving to 

FL) and appointed NJ resident (brother) as 

successor trustee.

• NJ proceeding already in process (race to the 

courthouse). 59



Ongoing Reevaluation
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•Not “one and done”

•Periodic review of appropriate 

situs and jurisdiction?

•Documenting situs and jurisdiction 

decision.



•Alluring Appeal of Another 

State’s Laws / Court System

• Income Tax Considerations

•Convenience

Why Change Situs?
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Duty to Change Situs?
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• Restatement (3d) of Trusts §76 Comment b(2):  trustee has “initial 

and continuing duty to administer [trust] at a location that is 

reasonably suitable to the purposes of the trust, its sound and 

efficient administration, and the interests of its beneficiaries.”

• “Trustee may have a duty to change or to permit (e.g., by 

resignation) a change in the place of administration.”  

• “Changes in the place of administration by a trustee, or even the 

relocation of beneficiaries or other developments, may result in costs 

or geographic inconvenience serious enough to justify removal of the 

trustee.”



Trustee Duty?
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• UTC §108(b): “[a] trustee is under a continuing 

duty to administer the trust at a place 

appropriate to its purposes, its administration, 

and the interests of the beneficiaries.”  

• UPC §7-305 has similar duty provisions.



Trustee Duty?
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• 32 jurisdictions adopted UTC or UPC duty language

• Including D.C. (D.C. Code §19-1301.08); New Jersey 
(N.J.S.A. §3B:31-8) and Maryland (Md. Code Ann., Est. & 
Trusts § 14.5-108)

• PA Comment:  “UTC §108(b) is omitted to avoid the 
implication of a duty that the trustee consider the laws of all 
conceivable jurisdictions to which the situs of a trust may be 
moved and establish and re-establish situs accordingly.”

• Case law?

• Loss of business?



Attorney Duty?
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• Failure to advise trustee-client to consider 

moving trust?

• Failure to advise beneficiary-client?

• What if likely liquidation event? 

• Duty to know all laws of US and beyond?

• Loss of business?



•What is the Goal?
•Alluring appeal - do you get what 

you want?
• State Fiduciary Income Tax Options 

(do no harm!)
•Convenience?

Where Do You Go?
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•Location(s) of trust assets

•Place(s) of administration

•Location(s) of trustees

•Domicile of beneficiaries

•Domicile of settlor

Where Do You Go? (cont.)
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Which State’s (or States’) 

Laws Apply?

• Governing Instrument Designate Law?  
• Modify Trust?

• Validity & Construction of Original State?

• Administration of New State Situs?

• What’s What?

• Statutory Effect
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BEWARE LINGERING CONTACTS!
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• Trustees

• Beneficiaries (?)

• Assets 

• Trust Administration



Making the Change

• What does the document say?  (MI Doll Trust)

• Judicial vs. nonjudicial

• Is court approval advisable even if not necessary? 
(PA Johnston Case)

• Law of “pitching” state / law of “catching state”

• Who needs notice / consent (qualified beneficiaries)?  
Who should get notice?

• Do you notify the state taxing authorities?

• Confirm new jurisdiction (Lavery)! 70



Thank You!
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